in de Graaff Generators Found; To Become Door Prize at Junior Prom Tonight

Harker, '43, Pleads To Field Day Chip; Generators Found in Chi Phi Basement

Junior Prom Committee has a stupendous announcement. Long been a cherished tradition, the highlight of every Junior Prom is the chance to present a prize to the largest family to the Irvington Orange Bowl. Last year, Cathay M. La-’42, brought his wife, once of the End Row, four little b's, and his great-grandmother to the Toll Concession of the Big Apple Bowl, was presented at M. culminating the hilarity of the long-lost Van de Graaff Generators. So they appealed to the Committee to institute a new hobby shop project.

Field Day Eve was held in the Chi Phi basement, and a regular Prom committee was at a loss, turned green and a regular Prom committee was at a loss, but the Prom Committee was at a Loss, that is, till James T., '43, began turning green and a regular Prom committee was at a loss, but the Prom Committee was at a Loss, that is, till James T., '43, began turning green and a regular Prom committee was at a loss, but the Prom Committee was at a Loss, that is, till James T., '43, began turning green and a regular Prom committee was at a loss, but the Prom Committee was at a Loss, that is, till James T., '43, began turning green and a regular Prom committee was at a loss, but the Prom Committee was at a Loss, that is, till James T., '43, began turning green and a regular Prom committee was at a loss, but the Prom Committee was at a Loss, that is, till James T., '43, began turning green and a regular Prom committee was at a loss, but the Prom Committee was at a Loss, that is, till James T., '43, began turning green

Powers—Gaspipe Cult Nabbed; Both Confess To Flatfeet

Exposed last night in a spurious plot to reveal Institute secrets to foreign spies were public enemy number 13, Commodore D. Madman Powers, '43, and his bashful undercover man, J. Gaspipe McMullin. The arrest of Powers was the direct result of the apprehension of Gaspipe, who was caught in Building 99 making a copy of the Treatyon. Cheating his peers by circumventing the slide rule at the 13th precinct station Gaspipe remarked, "I ain't never seed dis guy Powers before, you can't prove nuttin." Flatfeet at the station revealed that Gaspipe had gained an entrance to Institute defense projects by donning a freshman tie and explaining to guards that he was gaining ideas for his hobby shop project.

Powers with Flatfeet

Powers, meantime, was sitting on the floor of the Building 10 safety vault when musing incoherently to himself, though officers in charge reported such fragmentary statements as, "After all these years, months, days, quarter hours, fractional seconds, to have this happen," "I hate to disappoint the fellows," and "I equals ER squared over i times X to the tenth plus a small bugger factor." In the palatial sixth floor dormitory suite used as a hideout by these super criminals, detectives discovered large quantities of stolen radio equipment, a private telephone direct to Tokyo, a Varga calendar and some second hand auto tires. Slumped over a vacant desk in one corner of the room was the unconscious body of an unidentified moron, probably the victim of one of Gaspipe's and Power's fiendish schemes.

So remember, dear readers, crime does not pay.

Haas To Amuse Jap Debate Team With Cyclotron

Arrangements were made today by Dick Zeamer, Debating Society manager, to debate the University of Kobe team on the subject of "Resolved, Japan is (one word censored)." M.I.T. will take the negative side of the question. An innovation is to be introduced into the procedure of the debate by Ward Haas, the Debate Society's Vice-President and Head of the Operations Division. The Japs will be entertained before the debate by the Tech coeds, (Gals), after which they will receive an explanation of the harmlessness of the inside of the cyclotron during its operation. They will be allowed to sit on the brushes inside the cyclotron while it operates. It is anticipated that M.I.T. will win this debate.

The Most Complete Dancing Course for the Least Money

Don't be a Flat Tire!

Jimmy Allen and Barbara Lake exhibiting for us at Walker Memorial Saturday Night

You Can Learn to Dance Easily—Quickly—Inexpensively

STEP-BY-STEP SYSTEM FOR BEGINNERS • POLISH UP COURSE

THE PRACTICED DANCER • SPECIAL CONGA - RHUMBA COURSE

PRIVATE INSTRUCTION, OF COURSE—

Shirley Hayes Dance Studio

330 Massachusetts Avenue, Boston

Open 10 A.M. to 11 P.M.

Have Fun! Learn to Dance!

Thwimmin Wimen????

Eeeeyipeeeeee!!!!!

Challenging the varisity in a grim water battle, the co-ed team of the University of Connecticut will invade Technology 3:00 P.M., Saturday afternoon at the Alumni Pool. Technology is determined to beat these women to avenge the close defeat they received last time of 5.76 x 10^3 to 3.02.

Jack Hunn has been polishing up under Mr. Snow and is expected to break the high diving record of five feet. Jack has already won two firsts and three seconds. Due to a change in rules, Jack's diving skill is allowed free rein, and he will be allowed to jump in feet first. He is also allowed to hold his nose.

Vu Covers Junior Prom Weekend

March Issue Coming Soon